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If left undisturbed, most of Europe would be covered in
woodland. In Northern Ireland, we have lost much of our natural
woodland heritage and we need to ensure that this trend is not
allowed to continue. Native woodland covers only 1.2% of the
land surface area of Northern Ireland, which is very low when
compared to the European Union average.

HistHistHistHistHistororororory of try of try of try of try of tree coee coee coee coee covvvvverage in Irerage in Irerage in Irerage in Irerage in Irelandelandelandelandeland
During the last ice age, Ireland was almost entirely covered by ice. About 12,000 years ago, as the climate slowly
warmed and the ice retreated, trees began to rapidly colonise the land. This started with juniper, willow and
birch and climaxed with high canopy woodland, which consisted mostly of oak and wych elm. Around 7,000
years ago, woodland covered at least 80% of the land surface, although a number of trees considered native to
Britain and continental Europe failed to reach Ireland. This was due mainly to the flooding of the landbridges
that connected Ireland to the rest of the continent.

Woodland began to disappear over 5,000 years ago. At this time there was a dramatic decline in the elm population.
This is thought to have been caused by a combination of disease and human activity. Aided by the death of
millions of large elms, people began to clear forests and, instead of hunting and gathering, settled in suitable
areas where they learned to farm.

Traditions of woodland management and exploitation have existed for thousands of years beginning with these
early farmers. They used the trees in all aspects of their lives. Trees provided such things as shelter, clothing, tools
and food for themselves and their animals. This lead to a gradual clearance of large areas of woodland as the
population grew.

ArArArArAre tre tre tre tre trees imporees imporees imporees imporees important?tant?tant?tant?tant?
The small pockets of native woodland that still exist in Northern Ireland provide an important home for our
wildlife - the birds, mammals, mosses and lichens, fungi, insects and plants that are adapted to life within and

around them. Some of these plants and animals can live nowhere else and rely on trees
to provide at least some of their needs. Without them they would, and have, become
rarer and rarer. Woodlands play a vital role in wildlife diversity.

Which trWhich trWhich trWhich trWhich trees?ees?ees?ees?ees?
Many of the trees that we see in our modern landscape didn’t find there own way here,
but were introduced by humans. Even many of our native trees have been imported.
Vast forests still exist in many central and eastern European countries enabling seed to
be collected for growing in nurseries all over Europe. The resulting trees are then planted,
and have been planted for many years, in Northern Ireland. Studies have shown that
important differences exist between a tree grown from a seed collected here and from
one collected elsewhere in Europe. There are even  differences between trees growing in,
for example, Antrim and trees growing in Killarney.

These differences have developed over thousands of years of adaptation to local climate
and soil conditions. The trees that were best adapted to our damp, mild climate survived
and reproduced. They passed on their genetic make-up from one generation to the next.

BACKGROUND

Sessile oak in Correl Glen

Sessile oak seedling
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The descendents of these original trees are said to be of local origin. It is believed
that they are better adapted to survive and reproduce and support a wider range
of other wildlife.

An ancient woodland will support a wider diversity of life than any newly planted
woodland. It takes many generations of trees, living and dying, to provide the
ideal habitat for many of our native plants and animals but, provided they are
given the time, the list of wildlife that any woodland supports will grow and
grow.

GrGrGrGrGrooooowing trwing trwing trwing trwing treeseeseeseesees
Growing a tree is something that everybody can do. There are a few tried and tested rules to follow but, other
than these, all that is required is to collect the fruits (nuts, berries, etc.), extract the seed and to break any
dormancy that is present. From then on, tree seed is treated just the same as any other seed - basic requirements
of moisture and warmth enable the seed to germinate and grow. Keep your young trees watered regularly and fed
now and again and within a year or two they will be ready to be planted into their final growing positions.

It is improbable to hope that the tree cover on this island could be restored to its former glory, but we, as
individuals and communities, can go some way to redress the balance and help to maintain and improve what
exists and perhaps create new woodlands that our descendants and local wildlife can enjoy into the future.
Growing and nurturing a tree is a long-term process. It may take up to 50 or 60 years (depending on the species)
before a tree we grow is mature enough to produce seed itself and still more before it reaches its full, magnificent
glory.

Choosing the right trChoosing the right trChoosing the right trChoosing the right trChoosing the right treeeeeeeeee
When you first start out, you should ask yourself the question: Where am I
going to plant these young trees? It is very important to choose your trees carefully.
For example, it wouldn’t be a good idea to plant an oak tree only a few feet from
your house. It would grow too large and could damage the house if it wasn’t
removed first! Not what we have in mind for our young trees.

If you know where you want to plant your trees, it will be useful to visit the site
and make a note of the trees that are growing well in the area, although bear in
mind that some may have been planted. To recreate a natural woodland, you
should be choosing species that occur naturally in the area and using these local
trees as your seed sources. In places where few trees are left, look at areas with
similar soil and rainfall patterns.

The table on the next two pages lists the characteristics of most of our native trees that can be grown from seed.
It provides you with some of the information you will need to help you make the final choice of trees that will
grow well on your site and support a wide range of other wildlife. Good luck!

“Trees act as pegs, fountains, oceans, pipes and dams, their work ramifying through the whole economy of
nature. They hold up the mountains. They cushion the rain-storm. They control the flood. They maintain

the springs. They break the winds. They foster the birds.”

From The Triumph of the Tree by John Stewart Collis

Pedunculate oak in Castle Archdale

Hazel wood in Glenarm
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Now the real fun begins - getting out into the countryside and
collecting the seeds that will grow into the trees of our future! Please
remember to obtain permission from the landowner before you begin
collecting. A site with special protection, for example an Area of Special
Scientific Interest (ASSI), also requires government permission.

Identifying seed sourIdentifying seed sourIdentifying seed sourIdentifying seed sourIdentifying seed sourcescescescesces

There are a number of guidelines that we can follow to help us identify woodlands containing
local trees. We can look to map and field evidence to achieve this. This might include: evidence
from place-names; historical documents; analysis of pollen found preserved in peat bogs or
lake sediments; woodland structure (the types of trees and shrubs it contains); historical
features; indicator plant species - some plants spread very slowly, so, if they are present in
large numbers, it might mean the woodland is old; and DNA testing of plants. Ancient and
semi-natural woodlands are ideal places for collecting seed. Freshly regenerating sites of willows,
birch and rowan, as a result of natural seed dispersal, would also be acceptable.

What we are looking for are trees that are well-adapted
and occurring naturally in Northern Ireland. Look at
the list on pages 4 and 5. These are our native trees.
If you find these trees growing in places where it is

unlikely that they have been planted, for example, by the shores of a
lough or in steep glens, then collecting from them would be fine. Try
and collect seed from a number of individual trees as this will help to
maintain genetic diversity.

When tWhen tWhen tWhen tWhen to colleco colleco colleco colleco collecttttt

It is important to collect seeds at the right time. If collected too early, the
seeds may not be fully developed and you may affect the ability of the seed to germinate. If you wait too long, the
seeds might be taken by the wind or the local wildlife. Wild cherries will be quickly eaten by birds or wasps.
Hazelnuts are easily discovered by mice and squirrels. Acorns might be carried away and buried by jays for eating

throughout the winter. Even gorse seed can be eaten by tiny weevils if the pods are
left too long on the plant! Seeds that are dispersed by wind, like birch, can be blown
away in even very light winds.

It is a good idea to regularly check the development of fruits that you plan to collect.
This helps to determine the best time for collection. Look at the table on page 7.

Methods of collecMethods of collecMethods of collecMethods of collecMethods of collectiontiontiontiontion

If the crop is within easy reach, some seeds can be collected by hand from the tree.
With certain types of seed, a large amount of seed can be collected in a short time
this way. Bunches of berries can be carefully removed using secateurs. But please
take care not to remove any buds. This is where next years growth will begin. A stick

with a hook can be used to bend branches within reach – but not too far or the branch might break!

Or let gravity do the hard work and collect from the ground! This type of collection is especially suitable for
larger fruits, such as acorns, hazelnuts or crab apples. Again, timing is crucial, especially for
hazelnuts. The first nuts to fall are often empty and mice will clear up any full ones very quickly!

COLLECTING SEED

Downy birch seed

Collecting holly in the glens

Fruits of the wild cherry

Ripe hazelnuts
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FFFFFlololololowwwwwering and seed collecering and seed collecering and seed collecering and seed collecering and seed collection timestion timestion timestion timestion times
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weY rúI ataccabsuxaT lirpA-yraurbeF rebmevoN dernrutseirreB
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SSSSS eed colleceed colleceed colleceed colleceed collection methodstion methodstion methodstion methodstion methods

....or ladders for those higher up.

Collect seeds
directly from the
trees. Bunches of
berries can be
removed with
secateurs. Be
careful to avoid
damage to fingers
or trees!

Wash your hands after contact
with seeds and fruits!

Pick cherry stones, acorns
and hazelnuts from the
ground before the mice and
birds get them!

Use a long-handled
hook to gently pull
branches within
reach....
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SEED PROCESSING
Seed processing is essential to:

• extract seed from fruits for storage and sowing
• prevent seed going mouldy during pre-treatment
• prevent damping-off (fungal contamination) after germination
• improve the regulation of seed moisture content during storage and pre-treatment

SSSSSeed greed greed greed greed groupsoupsoupsoupsoups

There are five different groups of seeds produced by our native trees and shrubs and
each group requires processing in a different way. The five groups are:

FFFFFleshleshleshleshleshy fruits (berriesy fruits (berriesy fruits (berriesy fruits (berriesy fruits (berries,,,,, cherries cherries cherries cherries cherries,,,,, apples) apples) apples) apples) apples)

These require the most processing to extract
clean seed. Fruits can first be soaked to sof-
ten them, without letting them ferment,
before being separated from the pulp by:

• Mashing: for large-scale operations (see page 11)

• Popping by hand: useful for small quantities of finger-sized fruits
and seeds, e.g. hawthorn

• Pressing through a sieve: useful for small seeds that are
easily damaged, e.g. rowan

NutsNutsNutsNutsNuts

Nuts can be removed from their husks, but this is not necessary unless a
viability test will be carried out.

The viability of hazelnuts can be tested by placing the nuts (without their
husks) in water. The ones that contain a lot of air will float. These are
either empty or have only a small seed inside, which might not grow well.
The full nuts will sink. These contain a healthy seed just waiting to grow.
It should be noted though, that not all nuts that float are non-viable, so it
may be worth keeping them all.

Extracted holly seeds

Ripe hawthorn berries

Hazelnuts

Ripe guelder rose berries

Wild cherry fruits

Squashing rowan berries through a sieve
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WWWWWingsingsingsingsings

Separate individual fruits from bunches
and remove stalks and twigs. The outer
fruit layer (the wing itself ) is not normally
removed from winged seeds.

These should then be pre-treated imme-
diately in the usual way. Brown ash keys
will not germinate until the second spring
after collection. The seeds of wych elm
should be collected in late May or early
June and sown immediately in prepared
beds or containers.

PPPPPodsodsodsodsods

When these seeds are ripe they are almost fully dry and should be collected before
the pods rupture. The pods can be laid out in lay-
ers or placed in paper bags and allowed to rupture
in a warm, dry place. The seeds can then be stored
cool and dry until time for treatment.

CCCCCones/Bracones/Bracones/Bracones/Bracones/Bractststststs

Alder and birch are collected just as the cones or bracts begin to turn from green to brown. At this time the seeds
are still firmly held within the cones or bracts. Take care not to leave them in the collecting bags too long as they
will begin to heat up and the seeds will start to die. As they dry and turn brown, the seeds are released. Place the

cones or bracts in an open box (or large paper bag) and keep in a warm, dry place.
As they dry, stir or shake them in the box or bag to
dislodge the seeds. When completely dry, store in bags
in a cool, dry place.

Alder cones almost ready to collect

Ash keys

Wych elm seeds

Broom seeds and pods

Gorse pods

Gorse pods drying and opening

Downy birch seeds

Drying birch seed
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Remove berries from
bunches by hand

Mash gently with a
flat-bottomed tool

Add some water
and sieve one or
two times to
remove scum.

Direct a jet of water onto the
seed mixture. The empty
seeds will float and can be
poured off with the remains
of the berries. Repeat this a
few times and you will be
left with clean seed in the
bottom of the bucket!

3

1

4

ExExExExExtractractractractracting seeds frting seeds frting seeds frting seeds frting seeds from berriesom berriesom berriesom berriesom berries

2
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SEED PRE-TREATMENT
A dormant seed is one that is known to be alive, but does not germinate
immediately after it is collected. Most of our native tree seeds are
dormant and require some kind of treatment before they will grow.
This is simple enough to achieve by providing a period of cold and/or
warmth.

HoHoHoHoHow long will it takw long will it takw long will it takw long will it takw long will it take?e?e?e?e?

Fortunately, nature takes care of the warm and cold temperatures for us. All that we
need to do is to ‘store’ our seeds outside for the appropriate length of time. Our tree

seeds show three different levels of dormancy - shallow, intermediate or deep. Some seeds, however, are not
dormant!

To simplify things, we can separate the seeds into the following categories:

Non-dormant seedsNon-dormant seedsNon-dormant seedsNon-dormant seedsNon-dormant seeds

Seeds which have no dormancy should be sown immediately. If they are stored for any length of time, they will
deteriorate rapidly. If they are pre-treated like dormant seeds, they will begin to grow during pre-treatment and
prove impossible to sow successfully in the spring. Aspen, willow and wych elm, whose seeds ripen early in the
year, will germinate and emerge straight away, often growing large enough to be planted out by their first winter.

DormancDormancDormancDormancDormancy eliminay eliminay eliminay eliminay eliminationtiontiontiontion
Depending on the level of dormancy we pre-treat seeds in slightly different ways. Some seeds can be stored dry
during the autumn and winter, and pre-treated in the spring. Other seeds should begin their pre-treatment
immediately after they are extracted. Regardless of the method, you should check seed being pre-treated regularly

to make sure it is not too dry or too damp and to monitor any signs of germination.
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Follow these simple steps.....
Take equal volumes of an organic material, such as peat-free compost or leafmould, and a coarse

medium, such as grit, coarse sand or vermiculite. Mix this together thoroughly.

In a bucket, combine your seeds with an equal volume of this mixture. Add enough water so that,
when you take a handful and squeeze it tightly, only one or two drops of water escape. This is the ideal

moisture content for the seed. Mix the seed and compost/sand mixture together.

Place all this in a suitable container, such as a plant pot. The container must have good drainage and
be large enough to hold everything. Cover the seed mixture with 2-4cm of horticultural sand.

The container should be kept outside in a shady place. It should be exposed to natural conditions but
must not be allowed to dry out or become waterlogged.

In early spring (the first or the second spring, depending on the species), check your seeds for signs of
germination. Ideally they should be sown just as the root begins to appear.

.....to success!

AlderAlderAlderAlderAlder,,,,, bir bir bir bir birch,ch,ch,ch,ch, Scots pine Scots pine Scots pine Scots pine Scots pine,,,,, br br br br broom and gorseoom and gorseoom and gorseoom and gorseoom and gorse

These seeds are best stored dry once they have been extracted and pre-
treated in the spring.

At the beginning of March, birch, alder and Scots pine seed is soaked for
24 hours in cold water and then drained. Mix with a little moist sand,
place in a loosely tied plastic bag in the fridge for four to six weeks and
then sow.

Gorse and broom behave quite differently. Remove from the fridge in March. Place the seed in a heatproof
container and pour twice their volume of boiling water over them. Leave until the water is cool, drain and sow.
This treatment breaks down the very hard seedcoat, allowing water and oxygen to get to the seed inside.

Blackthorn,Blackthorn,Blackthorn,Blackthorn,Blackthorn, bir bir bir bir bird cherrd cherrd cherrd cherrd cherryyyyy,,,,, crab apple crab apple crab apple crab apple crab apple,,,,, elder elder elder elder elder,,,,, guelder r guelder r guelder r guelder r guelder roseoseoseoseose,,,,, haz haz haz haz hazel,el,el,el,el, r r r r rooooowwwwwan,an,an,an,an, pur pur pur pur purging buckthorn,ging buckthorn,ging buckthorn,ging buckthorn,ging buckthorn, whit whit whit whit whitebeam andebeam andebeam andebeam andebeam and
wild cherrwild cherrwild cherrwild cherrwild cherryyyyy

As soon as you have extracted these seeds, they can be pre-treated following the method described in the box
below. They will be ready to sow in the first spring following collection. Blackthorn will benefit from a four week
period of warmth before being set outside. This can be achieved in a warm room! One word of warning about
guelder rose. It begins to germinate in May and should be sown, but will not emerge above the ground for
another year. Don’t give up! Your patience will be rewarded.

AAAAAsh,sh,sh,sh,sh, ha ha ha ha hawthorn,wthorn,wthorn,wthorn,wthorn, holly holly holly holly holly,,,,, spindle spindle spindle spindle spindle,,,,, y y y y yeeeeewwwww

These seeds are treated the same way as blackthorn above, but wait until the second spring before sowing. The
period of warmth that they require is satisfied by the summer following collection.

Rowan seed mixed with compost
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Collecting, extracting and pre-treating our seeds is only half the battle.
Once the seeds begin to germinate, the young trees are dependent on
us for their care - watering, weeding and feeding - to ensure good,
strong growth. During their first years, our trees must be nurtured
until they are strong enough to be planted into their final home.

SSSSSeedbeds or pots?eedbeds or pots?eedbeds or pots?eedbeds or pots?eedbeds or pots?

If you have only a small number of seeds, growing in pots is probably the best option. For larger numbers of
seeds, you will need to make seedbeds. Dig over the soil, incorporating manure or compost, firm and rake to a

fine tilth. For pot-growing, soil-based composts or peat alternatives give good
results, especially when a slow release fertiliser is added.

SSSSSeed soeed soeed soeed soeed sowingwingwingwingwing

The number of seeds you sow depends on the species and the number of seeds you
expect to germinate. As a general rule, the larger the seed, the higher the germination
rate. For example, expect only 5% of your birch seed to grow, but as many as 75%
of your acorns. So, in a pot where you want only one tree, sow two acorns or about
20 birch seed. Remove the weaker seedlings to leave only one.

Seeds are scattered on the surface of the soil or compost, firmed and covered.
Horticultural grit is the best material to use to cover your seeds, but soil or compost

will do. Ensure that the seeds are only covered to their own depth. Too
deep and they may not emerge. Too shallow and they might dry out.
Don’t forget to label the seedbed or pots.

GrGrGrGrGrooooowing onwing onwing onwing onwing on

It is vital that alder, birch and willow seeds are not allowed to dry out at
all during the first three weeks after sowing. All other seeds should be
kept moist. Before the seedlings start to crowd each other they should be
thinned out or transplanted. Pots should be kept in a well-ventilated and
well-lit position. Wide temperature fluctuations must be avoided. Don’t
forget to protect the seeds and young seedlings from birds and mice!
Begin weekly liquid feeding when the first true leaves have grown and continue through to the end of July. Keep
moist at all times. Inspect seedlings for pests and diseases. Weed regularly for best growth!

HarHarHarHarHardening offdening offdening offdening offdening off

Trees and shrubs, when grown indoors (in a greenhouse or on a window sill) need to be acclimatised to outdoor
conditions. In late summer reduce liquid feeding and move the seedlings outdoors. Lower nutrients, cooler
nights and shortening days encourage seedlings to become dormant.

Planting yPlanting yPlanting yPlanting yPlanting your trour trour trour trour treeseeseeseesees

Once our trees are about 30 or 40cm tall, after one or two years, they are ready to be planted into their final
home. Plant to the same depth as they were previously growing and keep well watered, fed and weed-free. You

have now played a vital part in protecting the trees of our future. Congratulations!

RAISING SEEDLINGS
Alder seedbeds

Keeping the young trees weed-free

Gorse seedlings
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UUUUUseful definitionsseful definitionsseful definitionsseful definitionsseful definitions
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This handbook is designed as a follow-up to an
Autumn Seed Harvest Workshop

that you may have attended with
Conservation Volunteers Northern Ireland.

Although there is no substitute for doing the
practical procedures yourself, these notes will

hopefully act as reminders on the various
stages of growing trees from seed.

Remember! Given the right conditions, trees
grow without any human intervention at all.
We hope that by following this guide you will

be able to maximise your tree propagation
potential and be encouraged to grow more

Trees of Our Future.

ENVIRONMENT

AND HERITAGE

SERVICE


